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Fat Lama

Borrow and lend with the community

Fat Lama
「 Fat Lama is a peer-to-peer rental marketplace which
allows people to rent spare items to others nearby, fully
insured. The platform provides a cheaper and more
efficient solution than buying outright or hiring from rental
shops. At the same time, it allows others to monetize their
rarely-used possessions.
Our mission is to enable people to share and monetize their
unused possessions, increasing the efficiency of both the
consumer and the planet’s resources. 」

with this, our team decided to design a mobile app for Fat Lama

Sketches
Before jumping into the design, each member of the team created
sketches, each highlighting an interaction, either for renting or for
listing an item.

High Fidelity Prototype
After gathering all the sketches, the team gathered to
decide on the final design.
click HERE to access the final high fidelity prototype
(updated after critique session)
*The following slides present the high fidelity prototypes
before the critique session, followed by changes
implemented after the critique session.

Navigation
Plus Button
Made it a floating button in the corner rather than in the
navigation toolbar to make it stand out to users.
Available on most pages, except specific listing and check out,
as most users on those pages have a specific goal in mind and
are not looking to add a new listing.
Menu bar
Available on every point of the app’s use as the items on this
bar are ones that users may want to access at any and every
point of their use.
Links to the most important pages: Search, Likes, Chat, and
My Page.

Lending
Add Listing
A single page so users don’t have to go back and forth
between different parts of the uploading process.

Renting
Search Screen
Made as simple as possible with a hierarchy, most
important at top and less important going down, measured
by the number of uses of each section.
◦ Search bar is the first to be seen (able to cater to a wide
variety of users' needs)
◦ Categories suggest equipment categories for users who
may want to browse categories but are unsure of what to
search for
◦ “Just For You” that recommends items based on the
user’s search history.

Renting
My Page
Use of tabs for my rentals and my listings
instead of buttons to reduce the number of
pages and transitions needed.

Renting
View Listing Page
Most important details at the top, in order of
importance (Name of object, and seller information)
Easy to navigate back to the search results or the
next steps to complete rental.

Renting
Calendar
Easy to see the available dates and selected dates.
Made it a vertical scrolling calendar rather than
horizontal one since scrolling vertically is more natural
on phone apps.
The calendar shows the current month by default, since
most users want to rent items for the near future rather
than months later.

Renting
Request Rental
This page can only be reached after dates are selected
from the Calendar and the specific Listings page.
Only the most vital information is there to simplify the
page so it is easier on the eye for users.

Critique Session
& Feedback
My Page
Confusion with our previous word choices, which were
“Rentals” and “Listings”.
◦ Changed to “My Rentals” and “My Listings”.

People thought that the red “Overdue” label for an
item that wasn’t returned to you on time was alarming
even though you don’t need to take action.
◦ Changed to include a “Report” button next to it, so that
the user does need to take some kind of action.

Critique Session
& Feedback

Menu
Although big, the icons were a bit too faint. To continue with the
color scheme, the icon line weights were increased for better
visibility.

Critique Session
&Feedback

Search
People wanted some kind of way to select dates from the search
page.
Added calendar button to search bar, which takes users to a screen
with calendars (like the screen for choosing dates when you try to
rent an item) where they can highlight the days they want.

Critique Session
&Feedback

View Listing Page
People asked for a rating system of not only the renter and lender
but also the item itself.
Added rating for each item on item listing page.

User Testing
After making edits to the high fidelity prototype, it was sent off for user testing.
The following slides highlight:
Hypothesis
User Testing Instructions
Feedback
Anticipated Changes from User Testing Feedback

Hypothesis
In the task in which users need to borrow a “Canon C-100,” we think
users will spend more time on the “Search Page” than any other
screen. The search page includes a search bar, multiple categories,
and recommended items. The page’s multiple items and the fact
that users have had no time to learn the interface will likely lead
them to have the highest error frequency on this page. Though, we
think users will be able to complete the entire task within a couple
minutes because, during the critique session, people seemed to
pick up on how to use our interface quickly. This suggests it has
ease of learning.
We think users will have a lower error frequency when they
complete the next two tasks. Users will have visited many of the
screens needed to complete these tasks when they navigated the
interface to borrow the Canon C-100. Thus, they will have a better
idea of how the interface works, and they will complete the second
and third tasks with fewer errors.

User Testing Instructions

We asked testers to complete 3 tasks:
borrowing, reporting an unreturned item, and adding a listing.
The following instructions were provided to all user testers.

Instructions
Imagine that you’re having a Christmas gathering and you want to take some high quality
pictures. However, you don’t want to buy a professional camera just for a holiday, so you decide
to borrow one on Fat Lama.

Task 1
Borrow a Canon C-100 camera (priced at $40/day) for Dec. 24th-25th, 2017. You will have
completed this task when you tap “Request Rental”.
Follow up questions:
What was the most confusing part of completing this task?
Is there anything you thought was especially helpful or confusing about the interface in general?

Task 2
Starting from the “Search Screen” (click the magnifying glass icon if you are not already at the
“Search Screen”), navigate to the screen which enables you to “Report” that someone has not
returned your rental. Once you see the “Report” button you will be finished with this task,
tapping the “Report” button will not result in any response from the interface.
Follow up questions:
Do you think you made fewer errors (navigating to screens that were not relevant or tapping
buttons that did not respond) in the 2nd task than the 1st task? Why or why not?

Task 3
Starting from the “Search Screen” (click the magnifying glass icon if you are not already at the
“Search Screen”), add a listing for lend on Fat Lama. To complete this task, navigate to the screen
labeled “Add Listing” and tap “Confirm.” There is no need to fill out the form on this screen.
Follow up question:
Was anything confusing to you about completing this task?

Notes for users:
Don’t worry about filling in a username/password, you can just tap “Sign In”.
You will not be able to type in any of the input fields, but certain input fields will be prefilled
with text after you tap them.
You will not need to input any payment information to complete these tasks.

Feedback
Following the expectations in our hypothesis, the users did spend more of their time with the
search screen, but most of the difficulty actually seemed to be due to the wording of the task
questions, which was a surprise.
User 2 had not read the task very clearly and spent most of her time rereading the task
description and misinterpreting it multiple times.
User 3 even wrote, “I think I clicked around more, but it may have been affected by my
interpretation of the task.” This would be the first thing we would change if we were conducting
more user testing because it caused the most confusion.

Feedback
The second most common issue was scrolling on the
Request Rental page. It was not expected given that there
were no arrows or cut off images to indicate that more
content is below. User 1 and 3 referred to this problem
immediately in their typed comments.

*Users were not given a cue to scroll down on this screen

Feedback
Another similar problem faced was the location of the
‘report’ button. User 1 and 2 were unable to find the
button without clicking through every active element
on each screen. User 3 was able to find it with a bit of
searching after which he said into the microphone, “I
think in retrospect the report button is kind of where
you’d expect it to be.”

Feedback
The third most common problem was the unfamiliarity to the interface, which is another problem
we anticipated from our hypothesis. User 3 even indicated that he would be able to find certain
things “once [he had] familiarity with the app”
Given that not all of the interface’s features were usable on the prototype, user 2 who did not
read the task very closely became increasingly frustrated as she progressed through the tasks.
This may have skewed all of her results in the end because user 3 progressed easily through the
tasks.

Anticipated Changes from User Testing Feedback
Changes we would make were indicated fairly clearly by the results, which is helpful. If we take
the ‘confusion to the task’ error out of the results, there are three main features we would
change. The first would be to rearrange the checkout page so that users would not need to scroll
to find the ‘request rental’ button.
The second change would be to indicate more clearly where the ‘report’ button is located by
adding an additional red dot to the listings page on the user's profile. This way, users would be
able to follow the red dot to the overdue item to report it. We may also edit the red dot to give
more of a sense of an alert, which would clarify the reason for the red dot – perhaps, a red
triangle or a red exclamation point.
The third change would be to add an intro sequence to introduce each active function of the
interface to the user. This way, the user would see all of the functions that Fat Lama allows
before having to search and find them himself/herself.

Email to Fat Lama
As a final step, we sent an email to the real Fat Lama team informing them of our project.

